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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

 

SOPHISTICATED, SEXY, SMART!  MEET MELODY BY SOUNDCAST 

 The Wireless Speaker System Designed to Go Places 

 

San Diego, CA (June 17, 2013) – Soundcast Systems, developer and manufacturer of high-performance 

wireless music systems introduces Melody, its newest, compact omni-directional  Bluetooth® wireless speaker 

system with a fresh new modern look and styling. Melody’s high-quality speaker design produces exceptional 

sound in any environment. At only 9 lbs., weighing far less than a Louis Vuitton handbag, Melody is designed 

to go places. 

 

Its water and UV-resistant, all-weather plastic enclosure, high-

capacity internal rechargeable battery and stylish built-in sturdy 

carrying handle lets music lovers stream their playlist, from any 

location —from the kitchen counter while cooking to the beach for an 

afternoon in the sun to the backyard for a barbecue. Melody delivers 

360-degrees of sound perfection with deep bass and up to 20-hours 

of uninterrupted use.  

 

Melody’s technology excels in open spaces where most speakers 

lack the sound quality needed to make an impact outdoors. The 

acoustic design involves multiple speakers and woofers radiating 

sound equally —4 bass radiators and 4 high performance full-range 

speakers that play in an omni-directional manner so that everyone 

can enjoy the music. 

 

The stylish and portable system delivers more than high quality 

sound; it boasts a sleek, cool and sexy design to appeal to today’s 

sophisticated and savvy consumers seeking more than the typical 

rectangular style of other Bluetooth® speakers. Melody sounds and looks great wherever you go. 

 

 “As a lead guitarist, recording producer and passionate music lover, I know firsthand the vital importance of 

reproducing music as accurate to the live performance as possible, as we do in the studio. I can tell you that 

I’m blown away at the soundstage depth, deep bass, pure vocals and lifelike performance that the new Melody 

system delivers from such a compact system, – blown away, I’ll say again,” stated Devin Bronson, Music 

recording artist and producer.  

 

 
Soundcast’s Melody 

Bluetooth Wireless Music System
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Like all Soundcast products, Melody is certain to astound music enthusiasts with impressive punch, sound 

quality and lively performance. Likewise, when it comes to easy listening Melody will mesmerize listeners with 

soft romantic highs at lowered sound levels, soothing away the stresses of the day.  

 

Most importantly, Melody functions wirelessly, allowing users to access 

and listen to their personal music library collection or enjoy a wide variety 

of music apps including Pandora®, Spotify™, Rhapsody®, iTunes®, TuneIn® 

and others. The system is outfitted with the latest v3.0 Bluetooth® and AAC 

/ Apt-X® lossless quality codecs for superior audio performance, so 

whether at home or at a remote gathering, Melody plays music wirelessly 

using any Bluetooth® compatible smartphone, tablet, iPad®, iPod®, iPod 

Touch® or PC.  Melody also includes a 3.5mm input port that permits 

connection of any music device for added flexibility.  

 

Melody’s top-mounted keypad controls makes it easy to change tracks, 

adjust the volume, and access the play/pause/track control commands without having to reach for your 

Smartphone or mobile device – allowing users to leave their phone or music source device away from the 

elements, in their pocket or bag.  

 

Soundcast’s president Mike Weaver states, “I could not be more pleased with the way Melody looks, sounds 

and performs. The Soundcast team achieved a new benchmark in design sophistication and elegance on par 

with our legendary wireless audio performance.  Melody is certain to be a game changer for our brand.”    

 

The compact speaker system includes an A/C adapter, 12-Volt automotive adapter and USB charging cable 

for flexible charging options whether you’re at home or going places.  

 

Consumers interested in Melody by Soundcast can learn about Melody’s superior wireless technology, where 

to experience and purchase Melody and join our community at: www.FollowMelody.com.  

 

Melody releases in the U.S. immediately at the retail-selling price of $449 U.S. and International release will 

follow in July 2013. 

#     #     # 

 

ABOUT SOUNDCAST SYSTEMS – www.soundcastsystems.com 

Located in San Diego, California, Soundcast Systems delivers high performance wireless speakers and 
solutions. We’re the first in the industry to get it right. That’s because we’ve developed the technology to 
produce the best wireless range and ultimate audio experience so you can take your music everywhere you 
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go. It’s sound that speaks for itself and literally cuts through the noise of our competitors. 
 
With a full line of Portable Music Systems and Wireless Audio Solutions, backed by over ten years of audio, 
battery and wireless technology research and development, Soundcast innovations have paved the way for the 
industry. Featuring a weather-resistant enclosure and industry leading battery life, our products are made for 
indoors and outdoors all-day play. 
 
Designed to complement your social life, Soundcast goes everywhere you go—from the kitchen counter to the 
beach, poolside parties and sailing adventures to dinner soirées. Go places. 
 

ABOUT DEVIN BRONSON – www.devinbronson.com 

Devin Bronson is an LA based rock-and-roll lead guitarist/songwriter and music producer who performs with 
numerous award-winning recording artists as Avril Lavinge, Kelly Osborne, P!NK, Demi Lovato, American 
Idol® winner David Cook and many others. 
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